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The Event Industry's go-to for 
personal development

Coach. 
Speaker.
Presenter. 
Events Influencer.

Juliet Tripp



Juliet is the event industry's go to for personal development. 
 

With over 11 years' experience in the world of events, Juliet Tripp is CEO of ‘The Events Coach’ - empowering event
professionals to increase their impact, influence and income in events, alongside coaching coaches to run sell-out events.

 
Prior to this, her career has seen her run conferences and events internationally, lead events teams, mentor and train industry

pros and develop successful event business strategies across senior leadership positions in agency and corporate
companies. 

 
Juliet is an international speaker and presenter, regularly speaking on global industry stages including IMEX, EventMB, and
International Confex. She has co-hosted Like an EventBoss, the unfiltered international events industry podcast with Carrie

Abernathy and the event and travel industry talk show, the C&IT Show with Calum Di Lieto.  
 

In 2019 she was awarded a Conference News 30 under 30 award and in 2021 a C&IT Corporate A List award, alongside being
named one of the 21 most influential women in events by Glisser two years in a row, and most recently, named one of the 100

Most Influential People in Events in 2022.
 

empowering inspiring events-obsessed

Juliet Tripp



POWER TOPICS

Creating a magnetic personal brand in events
Becoming an authority in the events industry
Goal setting for event profs & event businesses
Becoming CEO of your events life
Coaching your team through change
Unshakable mindset strategies for event profs
Event strategy hot topics

Reach out to discuss bespoke topics, moderation
and emceeing!



RECENTLY I'VE SPOKEN AT....



SPEAKING TESTIMONIALS
Juliet is an incredibly professional speaker who can discuss
the most difficult topics in a very engaging way. I’ve had the
pleasure to work with her several times and feedback from
attendees has been phenomenal. You can tell when a
speaker does well by the amount of questions and
interactions. She has always been very engaging and our
audience loved her performances.

Julius Solaris, Founder, Boldpush
 

Juliet, my co-host on The C&IT Show, is an incredibly
professional presenter. She delivers intelligent and

informative remarks off-the-cuff and keeps audiences
engaged by injecting her fun-loving personality into every

broadcast. It is very easy to build a rapport with her making
her an absolute pleasure to present alongside

.
 

Calum Di Lieto, Editor, C&IT
 



Juliet
Tripp

I work with you to understand your attendees'
needs, goals and challenges and curate a totally
tailored keynote, presentation or experiential
workshop to inspire, motivate and educate.  
 Whether your goal is to motivate thousands or
strategically connect a small group - let's chat and
see how I can help you make it happen.

hello@juliettrippevents.com
+44 7969609287

LET'S
WORK
TOGETHER


